ENHANCING COMMUNICATIONS
DURING SOCIAL DISTANCING
COMMUNICATE SAFELY AND EFFECTIVELY
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AS COUNTRIES BEGIN TO RELAX
LOCKDOWN RESTRICTIONS PUT IN
PLACE TO TACKLE THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC, MANY WORKERS WILL
BE RETURNING TO SHOPS, OFFICES,
AND FACTORIES AFTER WEEKS
AND MONTHS IN ISOLATION

THESE RETURNING WORKERS WILL STILL BE REQUIRED TO
MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCING AS THEY TRY TO PERFORM
THE TASKS THEIR ROLE REQUIRES, POTENTIALLY CAUSING
COMMUNICATION ISSUES AND AFFECTING EFFICIENCY LEVELS.
This “new normal” may continue for many months after the lockdown ends and businesses will
need to find ways of maintaining clear communications between colleagues while keeping a safe
distance apart.
Whether you work in a small boutique or a large office complex, radios can provide instant
communication between individuals and teams across your whole facility. They can also assist in
making workers more efficient through automated dispatching via work tickets and locationbased tracking systems.
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WHAT IS RADIO?
Each user is given a radio handset which sends and receives audio and data sent over these
radio waves. A radio system can be as simple as two radios connecting directly to each other, or
as complex as an encrypted network that covers an entire country.

LICENCED OR LICENCE-FREE RADIO
YOUR CHOICE OF LICENCE-FREE OR LICENCED RADIOS WILL DEPEND ON THE FUNCTIONALITY YOUR
TEAM REQUIRES AND THE AREA OF COVERAGE.
For small shops and offices, you may
be able to use licence-free radios. Licencefree radios use between 8-27 frequencies
reserved for radio-to-radio communications,
but these channels can become congested
in busy areas such as town centres and
shopping centres where multiple businesses
may be trying to use two-way radio as well.

TALKABOUT
T82

In these circumstances, or for larger facilities
or multi-site operations, you will need to
upgrade to a licenced system. Licenced
systems provide dedicated channels for your
operation which can start from one-channel
in a small geographical area up to multiple
channels spanning an entire country.

XT400
Series

LICENCE-FREE
These radios are designed for smaller
facilities where radios can communicate
directly to each other and there are free
channels in the licence-free range.
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MOTOTRBO
XiR P3688

Motorola Solutions partner network exists
to help you manage the licencing and
installation of a larger system. We have
partners all over the world who can get your
system operational quickly and professionally.

MOTOTRBO
XiR P8600i Series

LICENCED

MOTOTRBO
SL2K

These radios offer data services as well as
voice communications and can be connected
directly to each other or via infrastructure to
increase the area the system covers.

FASTER THAN PHONES
BY SETTING UP EACH OF YOUR TEAMS ON A SEPARATE CHANNEL,
GROUP CONVERSATIONS CAN HAPPEN INSTANTLY WITH THE PRESS
OF A BUTTON.
Any team member on the channel will receive crystal-clear audio thanks to Motorola Solutions’
90 years of design experience. Group conversations are the norm with two-way radios without
the struggle of conference calling software and bandwidth issues.

NO DOWNTIME
USERS USING RADIOS CAN COMMUNICATE DIRECTLY WITH EACH
OTHER, OR THROUGH REPEATERS INSTALLED AT YOUR FACILITY
TO EXTEND THE COVERAGE AREA.
By putting you in control of the system infrastructure, you can reduce your risk of losing
communications through telephone networks.

EFFICIENCY FEATURES
MANY MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS RADIOS COME WITH A DISPLAY AND
KEYPAD, ALLOWING WORKERS TO COMMUNICATE WITH TEXT.
Programmable buttons can be used to send pre-programmed messages, keypads can be used
to craft non-standard messages, and work ticketing systems can be connected to the system to
dispatch work orders to your employees.
Models are also available that can be located and tracked inside and outdoors. Being able
to visualise where and when groups of employees congregate means you can make changes
to ensure social distancing is maintained, while also being able to serve customers better by
locating the closest, qualified employee to serve them.
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RETAIL SHOP
Team members working at the front-of-store use their unlicenced radios to communicate
instantly with members of the team working in the storeroom to request specific stock be
brought out. This minimises the amount of contact between employees and reduces the number
of employees that a single customer comes in contact with.

CITY CENTRE OFFICE
Employees working across multiple departments and floors in a city centre office need to
communicate events such as deliveries, visitors, and enquiries. Small to medium sized teams and
facilities can use license-free radios to instantly talk to each other, whilst licensed systems allow
workers to communicate over larger areas, or using text to avoid disturbing meetings.

LARGE FACTORY COMPLEX
A manufacturing company with a large campus site can replace its daily in-person briefings for
teams and for managers with radios. This ensures that all employees maintain social distancing
while remaining informed.
By installing radio infrastructure to provide coverage across the whole site, the company can
also implement data services for work ticketing and employee locations, allowing maintenance
employees to stay in the field rather than returning to a dispatcher or maintenance office to receive
new work orders.

DEPARTMENTAL STORES
A department store with multiple entry and exit points can co-ordinate the number to shoppers
in the store by providing staff at with two-way radios. The door staff can inform each of their
colleagues when a shopper leaves, meaning another shopper can be allowed in.

DRIVE-THROUGH TESTING CENTRES
Workers can communicate information across the whole site instantly such as managing queues
and communicating free bays to those controlling access to the centre.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
Staff can monitor the number of students in the cafeteria and ask colleagues to allow another
group of students into the area. Teachers can also co-ordinate staggered lesson finishes to
ensure that all students aren’t travelling around the site at the same time.
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RADIO TECHNOLOGY ENABLES YOUR TEAMS TO KEEP COMMUNICATIONS FLOWING ONCE THEY
RETURN TO WORK AS LOCKDOWNS ARE LIFTED.
By keeping your employees connected through voice communications and data services such as work ticketing you can maintain and even improve
the efficiency of your workforce.
Motorola Solutions experience in developing industry-leading radio solutions coupled with our professional network of partners makes us the
perfect solution to your post-lockdown communication needs.
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